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The complexity of pollutant-mixing mechanism in open channels generates large uncertainty in estimation of
longitudinal and lateral dispersion coefficients (Kx and Ky). Therefore, Kx and Ky estimation in rivers should be
accompanied by an uncertainty analysis, a subject mainly ignored in previous studies. We introduce a method
based on thorough analysis of different calibration datasets, resampled from a global database of tracer studies,
to determine the uncertainty associated with five applicable intelligent models for estimation of Kx and Ky (model
tree, evolutionary polynomial regression (EPR), gene-expression programming, multivariate adaptive regression
splines (MARS), and support vector machine (SVM)). Our findings suggest that SVM gives least uncertainty in
both Kx and Ky estimation, while EPR and MARS generate most uncertainty in Kx and Ky estimation, respectively.
By considering significant uncertainty in the model estimations, we suggest that the methodology we introduce
here for uncertainty determination of the models be incorporated in empirical studies on estimation of Kx and Ky
in rivers.
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1. Introduction
Anthropogenically driven pollutants discharged in rivers are a main
concern that threaten freshwater supply for human and aquatic life
(Bostanmaneshrad et al., 2018; Noori et al., 2019). Non-reactive
pollutant mixing in rivers, a three-dimensional (3D) mechanism, is
complex due to inherent irregularities of river hydraulic-geometric
characteristics (Ghane et al., 2016). Since a river is usually much
longer and wider than it is deep, mixing takes place more quickly in river
depth (vertical mixing) than in river width (lateral mixing) and in the
stream-wise direction (longitudinal mixing) (Manson and Wallis, 2015;
Barati Moghaddam et al., 2017). Theoretically, vertical mixing in rivers
usually occurs quickly near the contamination field from the pollutant
discharge point, while lateral and longitudinal mixings take place in
intermediate and distant fields from the point of pollutant release into
rivers, respectively. Therefore, with respect to environmental-ecological

issues, longitudinal and lateral dispersion, quantified by the dispersion
coefficients for both longitudinal and lateral directions (Kx and Ky,
respectively), are more important mechanisms than vertical mixing in
rivers (Rutherford, 1994).
Efforts to improve our understanding of Kx and Ky, respectively, date
back to the studies conducted by Taylor (1953) and Taylor (1954) and
Elder (1959). Taylor (1954) proposed a theoretical approach for Kx
prediction in pipes. Fischer and Park (1967) introduced a simple equa
tion for Ky estimation in straight canals. Thereafter, many laboratory
and field studies have been conducted to develop methods for Kx and Ky
estimation to a permissible level of accuracy (see Fischer, 1969; Fischer
et al., 1979; Nokes and Wood, 1988; Rutherford, 1994; Clark et al.,
1996; Boxall and Guymer, 2001). Although experimental studies are
valuable for determination of Kx and Ky, they are costly, may produce
toxic byproducts, and are applicable only for the geometric-hydraulic
characteristics investigated (Ho et al., 2002; Kim, 2012). As an
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alternative, empirical methods such as machine learning models (MLMs)
are frequently used to predict Ky and especially Kx in natural rivers (e.g.,
Tayfur and Singh, 2005; Riahi-Madvar et al., 2009; Toprak et al., 2014;
Zeng and Huai, 2014; Wang et al., 2017; Balf et al., 2018; Ghiasi et al.,
2019; Memarzadeh et al., 2020; Azar et al., 2021). However, reported
MLM-based estimates of dispersion coefficients indicate that the preci
sion level can vary significantly, even when the MLMs are fed by the
same input–output variables (Noori et al., 2016). In other words, since
MLMs are classified as data-driven models, a change in the model feed
dataset can have a marked influence on model performance. Since Kx
and Ky values estimated by these models are used in combination with
two-dimensional (2D) numerical models in water quality studies, the
uncertainty in MLM results induced by variation in the calibration
dataset obtained from tracer studies needs to be better investigated.
With respect to management practices, the more certain in the results of
MLMs in the process of Kx and Ky estimation, the more confidence in the
characterization of pollutant transport in rivers. Therefore, using Kx and
Ky models that are associated with less uncertainty can indirectly result
in more accurate simulation of pollutant discharged in rivers using 2D
advection–dispersion equation (2D ADE). On the contrary, water quality
management decisions based on poor Kx and Ky estimation could have
detrimental effects on aquatic life in rivers and ultimately harm human
health (Ramezani et al., 2019).
In Noori et al. (2016), the uncertainty of some MLMs, i.e., neural
network (NN), adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), and
support vector machine (SVM) were quantified, but no detailed infor
mation exists on the uncertainty of other MLMs that are widely used in
water quality studies. Hence, the aim of this study was to develop a
method for uncertainty determination of a broad set of MLMs to estimate
dispersion coefficients in rivers (i.e., Kx and Ky), including the model
tree (MTree) (Wang and Witten, 1996), evolutionary polynomial
regression (EPR) (Giustolisi and Savic, 2006), gene-expression pro
gramming (GEP) (Ferreira, 2001), multivariate adaptive regression
splines (MARS) (Friedman, 1991), and SVM (Vapnik, 1995). Because the
superior performance of SVM compared to NN and ANFIS has already
been established (Noori et al., 2016), the latter MLMs were not included
in this study. A notable feature of the present study is that the
comprehensive analysis to determine the uncertainty of MLMs is not
limited to the specific case of estimation of Kx and Ky in rivers. Since the
MLMs are frequently used in science and engineering, in general, and
hydrologic sciences, in particular, the findings of the comprehensive
model uncertainty analysis could be used by researchers in other fields
as well.

The friction term, i.e., u/u* , somewhat deputizes for the conse
quences of Sf, Sn, channel roughness, and slope. Therefore, functional
relationship (2) can be reformulated as:
(
)
Kx
Ky
b u
and * = g3 , *
(3)
*
h u
hu
hu
Or
Kx andKy = g4 (b, h, u, u* )

(4)

Both dimensional and dimensionless functional relationships have
been widely used to estimate Kx and Ky in rivers (e.g., Fischer, 1975;
Jeon et al., 2007; Toprak, 2016; Noori et al., 2016; Aghababaei et al.,
2017; Riahi-Madvar et al., 2019; Memarzadeh et al., 2020; Azar et al.,
2021).
2.2. Databases
In this study, we employed two databases associated with tracer
studies performed for determination of Kx and Ky at both field and
laboratory scales to drive the SVM, GEP, MTree, EPR, and MARS models.
The Kx database, which consists of 503 data points was compiled by
Riahi-Madvar et al. (2019). Also, Ky database, which consists of 420 data
points was compiled by Ahmad (1997), Jeon et al. (2007), Huai et al.
(2018), and Aghababaei et al. (2017). Considering dimensional func
tional relationship (4), variables b, h, u, and u* were used to estimate Kx
and Ky using the MLMs. Table 1 indicates well-known statistical prop
erties of the databases for both Kx and Ky.
2.3. Machine learning models (MLMs)
We used five MLMs to estimate Kx and Ky in channels, including
MTree, EPR, GEP, MARS, and SVM. Given sufficient supporting docu
ments about these models in the literature (Friedman, 1991; Vapnik,
1995; Wang and Witten, 1996; Ferreira, 2001; Giustolisi and Savic,
2006), we have provided a brief introduction separately for each model
used in our study. Fig. 1 illustrates a flowchart of different steps of the
study.
The MTree utilizes classification operators of data points and divides
the search space into several subspaces (Saghebian et al., 2014). With
the aid of gradient descent methodology, multilinear regression rela
tionship is fitted to the data points which are available in each subspace.
Generally, MTree is capable of formulating a complex system by using a
set of if-then rules in which multivariate linear regression can detect
patterns of data points (Najafzadeh et al., 2021). In this study, MTree
development was implemented in the “Weka” software based on two
rules, i.e. two multivariable linear regression equations.
EPR develops a mathematical formulation which includes various
inner functions (such as tangential, exponential, and natural logarithm).
Moreover, mathematical structure returned by EPR has many optional
setting parameters such as explored ranges of exponents, number of
algebraic terms, and genetic algorithm operators (Giustolisi and Savic,
2006). In this way, setting parameters of EPR need to be optimized by
using multi-objective genetic algorithm. The EPR model is generally
coded in the “MATLAB” software whose setting parameters are defined
in the environment of ‘Excel’. In this study, regression equation returned
by the EPR model contains five mathematical terms in order to estimate
Kx and Ky and additionally 3600 generations were used for this purpose.
GEP is developed based on characterization of chromosomes. The
structure of a GEP model is developed based on the genetic algorithm
along with using various genetic operators for optimization of GEPdriven-formulation (Ferreira, 2001). Generally, GEP approach consists
of several genes which are illustrated by tree like structures (Kaydani
et al., 2014). In this study, GEP is driven in the environment of “Gen
eXproTools” software. Three genes (or subtrees) were obtained for esti
mation of both Kx and Ky. All the genes were combined together with an

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Formulation of dispersion coefficients
Geometric features and fluid-hydraulic characteristics determine
how a pollutant spreads in rivers in lateral and longitudinal directions.
The longitudinal and lateral dispersion coefficients, i.e., Kx and Ky, are
formulated as (Seo and Cheong, 1998; Aghababaei et al., 2017):
(
)
Kx andKy = g1 μ, ρ, b, h, u, u* , Sf , Sn , slope, roughness
(1)
where ρ = fluid density, μ = fluid viscosity, Sf = bed shape factor, Sn =
river sinuosity, b = river mean channel width, h = river mean flow
depth, u = river cross-sectional mean velocity, and u* = river shear
velocity.
In dimensionless form, functional relationship (1) can be expressed
as (Seo and Cheong, 1998; Jeon et al., 2007; Wang and Huai, 2016):
(
)
Kx
Ky
ρhu b u
,
and
=
g
,
,
S
,
S
,
slope,
roughness
(2)
2
f
n
hu*
hu*
μ h u*
where ρhu/μ, i.e., Reynolds number, can be ignored in rivers, where
turbulence is dominant (see Chanson, 2004; Noori et al., 2021).
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Table 1
Statistical characterizations of explored variables for feeding MLMs. StD is standard deviation.
Statistical indices

Kx database

Minimum
Maximum
Average
StD

Ky database
2

b (m)

h (m)

u (m/s)

u* (m/s)

Kx (m /s)

b (m)

h (m)

u (m/s)

u* (m/s)

Ky (cm2/s)

0.200
867
56.49
110.98

0.034
19.9
1.72
2.31

0.022
1.7
0.49
0.31

0.001
1.0
0.07
0.07

0.005
1798.6
71.56
192.18

0.2
638
26.57
82.2

0.012
19.14
0.52
1.73

0.023
1.98
0.33
0.32

0.004
0.164
0.029
0.026

0.002
2150
39.1
192.1

Start
Kx database
(503 datapoints)

Ky database
(420 datapoints)

Ky (50 randomly resamplings)

Kx (70 radomly resamplings )

Data resampling with replacement for MLMs
calibration

Ky (80 datapoints)

Data for model
verification

Ky (35 datapoints)

Kx (90 datapoints)

Kx (38 datapoints)

Running the MLMs

Estimation of Kx and Ky values
during verification step

Calculation of 95% confidence interval for
each model

Field-estimated datapoints

Calculation of dfactor and
DE95EU
Uncertainty evaluation

End
Fig. 1. Flowchart of different steps of the study.

addition symbol known as the linking function. Furthermore, in the
model development, a wide range of genetic operators such as mutation,
inversion, and recombination were fixed as 0.00138, 0.00546, and
0.00277, respectively.
MARS technique utilizes a set of simple linear relationships which
fits piecewise linear regression on each input variables for estimating
both Kx and Ky. In fact, MARS can divide the space of input variables (i.
e., b, h, u, and u*) into different segments and then fit a spline function
(known as basis function) on these segments. Generally, previous ap
plications of MARS model in understanding of mixing process in rivers
proved that the basis function with the second-order polynomial pro
vided the best results. Thus, this typical basis function was used to
develop the MARS-based-equation in the “MATLAB” software and
additionally, particle swarm optimization algorithm was used to opti
mize weighting coefficients of the basis functions. During the develop
ment of MARS, the number of basis functions was quantified in terms of

overfitting process by using generalized cross-validation.
SVMs are one of the most favorable learning techniques which have a
wide range of applications in classification and regression problems
(Vapnik, 1995; Sattari et al., 2017; Mirabbasi et al., 2019; Azar et al.,
2021). In SVM, input datasets are mapped into a higher dimensional
feature space to separate the dataset patterns. In this study, SVM model
was developed by using kernel-based radial basis function in the
“MATLAB” software. In SVM, setting parameters of kernel functions
were tuned by means of grid search algorithm.
2.4. Uncertainty estimation
The MLMs were tuned to map input vector £ (here b, h, u, and u*) to
target y (here Kx and Ky) based on a finite dataset
{(
)
}
E ≡ xz , yz , z = 1, 2, ⋯, zF . The number of data points in each tuning
pattern, i.e., F, was selected to be 90 and 80 datapoints (calibration data)
3
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for Kx and Ky estimation, respectively. From a probabilistic viewpoint,
the dataset E is just one of an infinite number of probable tuning pat
terns which may be resampled from the given databases (here global
databases of tracer studies). Therefore, each tuning pattern would result
in a different set of MLM parameters being optimized during the cali
bration step, leading to different outputs of Kx and Ky. In this study, L
distinct tuning patterns (EL , L = 1, 2, ⋯, Lr ) were randomly resampled
from the given databases. The same number of input vector £ and target
y values, i.e., F, was used to form each tuning pattern. Note that some
members of the resampled tuning patterns may be as the same since
sampling is performed with replacement. The first tuning pattern, E1 ,
was resampled to calibrate all the five MLMs used (SVM, GEP, MTree,
EPR, and MARS). Thereafter, another tuning pattern, E2 , was resampled
from the given databases and the MLMs were calibrated using the ar
chitecture selected earlier. This procedure was repeated many times to
calibrate the MLMs. The number of repetitions, i.e., r, was selected to be
70 and 50 for Kx and Ky estimation, respectively. Finally, all the cali
brated MLMs were validated on a similar dataset set aside for model
verification. The number of data points for model verification was
selected to be 38 and 35 data points for Kx and Ky estimation,
respectively.
The variation in model estimation in the verification step induced by
changes in the tuning patterns can be used as a measure of MLM un
certainty (Srivastav et al., 2007). Therefore, given a verification input
vector £ , an estimation interval can be calculated for outputs of Kx and
Ky with an acceptable significance level (here 95%).
In this study, two statistical measures introduced as dfactor (Eq. (5))
and the number of data encapsulated by 95% of estimated uncertainties
(DE95EU) (Eq. (6)), were used to evaluate variations in the calibration
patterns related to the MLMs. With respect to dfactor, the values less
than 1 represent an acceptable level of uncertainty (Abbaspour et al.,
2007). Furthermore, DE95EU varies between 0 and 100; respectively,
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In the above equations, σx is the standard deviation of the targets Kx
and Ky, and XU and XL are the maximum and minimum of outputs Kx and
Ky for each tuning pattern, respectively.
3. Results
Fig. 2 shows correlation coefficient (R) values of the tuned MLMs in
estimation of Kx and Ky in the verification step. The number of tuned
models with R value ≥ 0.80 for Kx estimation was 61, 45, 44, 25, and 10
out of 70 models for SVM, GEP, MTree, MARS, and EPR, respectively.
Only some tuned MARS (9 out of 70) and EPR (13 out of 70) models
showed R value ≤ 0.60 for Kx estimation. The number of tuned models
with R value ≥ 0.80 for Ky estimation was 47, 25, 15, 6, and 15 out of 50
models for SVM, GEP, MTree, EPR, and MARS, respectively. R value ≤
0.60 was observed only for some tuned Ky estimates by MTree (3 out of
50), MARS (18 out of 50), and EPR (22 out of 50). These results suggest
the SVM model performed better than the other four MLMs tested, with
R values ranging from 0.75 to 0.98 and 0.71–0.97 for all Kx and Ky tuned
models, respectively. The EPR and MARS models provided the lowest
level of accuracy of all MLMs tested for Kx and Ky estimation. The R
values for the EPR (MARS) model estimates ranged from 0.50 to 0.98
(0.41–0.95) and 0.43–0.87 (0.42–0.89) for Kx and Ky tuned models,
respectively. The GEP and MTree models showed moderate accuracy.
Based on the R values obtained, the tuned models for Kx estimation seem
1
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(6)

DE95EU = (1/n)count{Q|(XL ≤ Q ≤ XU ) }

EPR (Ky)

Mtree (Kx)
65

67 691
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

indicating the largest and lowest uncertainty levels. By these bench
marks, we can evaluate the uncertainty in estimation of Kx and Ky using
the MLMs.
{( )
}/
1 ∑n
dfactor =
(XU − XL )
σx
(5)
i=1
n
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Fig. 2. Correlation coefficient (R) values calculated for lateral and longitudinal dispersion coefficients (Ky and Kx, respectively) during the verification step of the
MTree, EPR, GEP, MARS, and SVM models. Each model was tuned with 50 and 70 calibration patterns for Ky and Kx, respectively. Values in black are R values, while
values in blue are number of tuned models. The dashed black line with + icons indicates Ky and the red line with circle icons indicates Kx. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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to be superior than those for Ky estimation.
Based on changing the calibration input vector £ , an estimation
interval was obtained for Kx and Ky with 95% significance level, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The factors used to quantify model
uncertainty, i.e., dfactor and number of DE95EU, for each tuned Kx and
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Ky estimation model are also depicted in these two figures. As shown in
the diagrams, dfactor varied from 0.79 (SVM model) to 1.41 (EPR
model) for Kx estimation and from 0.87 (SVM model) to 1.71 (MARS
model), for Ky estimation. The lower the dfactor, the lower the uncer
tainty in model estimation. Therefore, the results based on dfactor
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Fig. 3. Uncertainty results of MTree, EPR, GEP, MARS, and SVM models for estimation of longitudinal dispersion coefficient (Kx) based on verification phase. Each
model was tuned with 70 calibration patterns for Kx.
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Fig. 4. Uncertainty results of MTree, EPR, GEP, MARS, and SVM models for estimation of lateral dispersion coefficient (Ky) based on verification phase. Each model
was tuned with 50 calibration patterns for Ky.
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values revealed less uncertainty for tuned Kx models than for Ky models.
The number of DE95EU was similar for all tuned Kx and Ky models.
Therefore, based on the dfactor and DE95EU results, SVM was less un
certain than the other models in estimating both Kx and Ky in rivers.
Furthermore, the uncertainty in Kx and Ky estimation was highest for
EPR and MARS, respectively, suggesting that these two models gener
ated inferior estimates of Kx and Ky in rivers. The GEP, MTree, and MARS
models, in that order, were moderate in Kx estimation, while GEP,
MTree, and EPR were moderate in Ky estimation.

made to solve these functional forms, negatively affecting the
accuracy of Kx and Ky estimation (Sahin, 2014). The difficulty of
using these integral forms is in part due to the fact that exact
information on lateral profiles of both cross-sectional shape and
velocity in rivers should be determined (Seo and Cheong, 1998).
In this regard, the river sinuosity, i.e., Sn, was excluded from the
analyses. The Sn, which usually ranged between 1 and 3 in allu
vial rivers (Schumm, 1963), affects Kx and Ky through two
different mechanisms (Rutherford, 1994): (1) it contributes to the
cross-sectional variability of flow velocity that increases (de
creases) Kx (Ky) value in rivers, and (2) it decreases (increases) Kx
(Ky) by creating secondary currents that usually in rivers even in
straight channels (Nezu et al., 1993; Boxall et al., 2003; Marion
and Zaramella, 2006; Nikora and Roy, 2012). River sinuosity
plays a greater role in variation of Ky than Kx (Gu et al., 2014). In
addition, the integral form suggested by Fischer et al. (1979) is
based on the fact that the lateral velocity profile is 100 times, or
even up to 900 times (Papadimitrakis and Orphanos, 2004), more
important than the vertical velocity profile in the production of
longitudinal mixing in rivers. Possible dominance of vertical
shear in some sections of rivers may add further complexity in Kx
and Ky calculation (Papadimitrakis and Orphanos, 2004; Kim,
2012). Bed shape factor (Sf), dead zones, Froude number, river
discharge, and even hydraulic radius are other important drivers
on longitudinal and lateral mixing that have been excluded for
simplification of the analyses (Liu, 1977; Deng et al., 2002; Boxall
and Guymer, 2001; Boxall and Guymer, 2007; Shucksmith et al.,
2010; Sahin, 2014; Disley et al., 2015; Lanzoni et al., 2018). In
fact, the MLMs were formulated based on b, h, u, and u*, an ideal
condition that is rarely fulfilled in natural rivers.
iii. Measurement uncertainty of the inputs, i.e., b, h, u, and u*.
Theoretically, the functional relationships (3) and (4) are appli
cable to completely mixed rivers across the flow width. However,
some data were obtained by tracer studies conducted on partially
mixed streams (e.g. McQuivey and Keefer, 1974) for which the
width of completely mixed flow may be less than the river width.
Kx and Ky estimation methods use data from tracer experiments,
which usually fit observed data to the results obtained by solution
of ADE under proper initial and boundary conditions. Although
Kx and Ky calculated by these experiments are usually used as the
true value for appraisement of other approaches, large un
certainties exist in the process of conducting such tracer studies.
In addition, for example, 1D ADE solutions are only reliable after
the initial advective-dominant period, a condition that is satisfied
far downstream from the pollutant source (Deng et al., 2001),
albeit not fully quantified. Besides, some data points might be
measured in severely irregular rivers where the ADE cannot fully
capture the dispersion mechanism. In such cases, Kx estimation
will be largely uncertain due to skewness in actual concen
tration–time curves compared to simulated concentration distri
bution using the ADE (Seo and Cheong, 1998). Finally, soft/
hardware errors are also possible when measuring the hydraulic
features of streams (Rutherford, 1994). Taken together, these
types of error induced by difficulties in tracer experiments (Pal
ancar et al., 2003) may contribute to poor estimation of Kx and
Ky.
iv. The techniques used for tuning the functional relationships (3)
and (4). Because some effective parameters are excluded from the
functional relationships (3) and (4), these forms do not represent
Kx and Ky variations well, although the effects of some excluded
parameters can be somewhat captured by the aspect ratio and
friction term (Seo and Cheong, 1998). Therefore, more powerful
techniques that are able to model highly complex input–output
relationships even when some important parameters are lacking
would improve the accuracy, in turn increasing the reliability of
Kx and Ky estimations (Tayfur and Singh, 2005; Toprak and Savic,

4. Discussion
All tuned models showed some degree of error in both Kx and Ky
estimation (Fig. 2). In fact, due to the complexity of mixing mechanism
in rivers, the exact estimation of Kx and Ky is not possible by empirical or
theoretical approaches (Rutherford, 1994; Boxall and Guymer, 2007). In
the present study, an error of up to several orders of magnitude was
observed in all models tuned for both Kx and Ky estimation, which agrees
with results in other studies (Deng et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the SVM, GEP, MTree, EPR, and
MARS models are not highly accurate with respect to estimation of Kx
and Ky in rivers.
In terms of model structure, SVM intrinsically includes three layers
with a set of flexible selective inner functions, leading to improved
model performance in approximating complex and non-linear functions.
GEP uses optimal selection of generation number, tuning various genetic
operators and automatically defined inner functions to accurately esti
mate non-linear functions (Danandeh Mehr et al., 2018). In contrast,
MTree model is based on a set of linear regression equations that may
fail to accurately approximate non-linear variables Kx and Ky in rivers.
Additionally, optimum number of generations is not a user-defined
variable and type of inner function remains unchangeable in the EPR
model, leading to some limitations for users wishing to refine model
structure with respect to the physical concept of the objective variable
under study (Najafzadeh, 2019). With the MARS model, there is no
possibility of selecting any inner functions except polynomials, leading
to a lower degree of structural nonlinearity of MARS compared with
other models such as GEP (Shiri et al., 2017). The more variation in
model estimation (higher prediction errors), the greater the model un
certainty (Srivastav et al., 2007). Given the higher prediction errors of
MTree, EPR, and MARS than the SVM and GEP models in Kx and Ky
estimation, the SVM and GEP can be considered more reliable models for
Kx and Ky estimation in river water quality studies.
While SVM provides slightly better results than other models, the
dfactor shows significant uncertainty in the Kx and Ky model estimations
(Figs. 3 and 4), mainly due to other sources of error. When seeking to
account for model uncertainty in estimation, we only investigated the
uncertainty induced by changes in calibration patterns. It should be
noted that model uncertainty can also depend on other factors as
described in detail as follows:
i. Longitudinal and lateral mixing mechanisms that are mainly
induced by lateral velocity shear in the flow (Fischer et al., 1979;
Rutherford, 1994), is not yet fully understood. Thus, exact Kx and
Ky calculations for environmental applications are not possible by
available theoretical or semi-empirical approaches (Boxall and
Guymer, 2001; Boxall and Guymer, 2007) that are mainly
derived from the theory developed by Fischer et al. (1979).
Therefore, in some cases such as our results, a large difference by
several orders of magnitude can be seen between the fieldestimated and predicted Kx and Ky values (Boxall and Guymer,
2001; Deng et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002).
ii. Exclusion of some important factors affecting the longitudinal
and lateral mixing in rivers. Due to the complexity of the integral
forms suggested by Fischer et al. (1979) to determine dispersion
coefficients for rivers, many simplifying assumptions have been
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2007; Toprak and Cigizoglu, 2008; Sahay, 2013; Najafzadeh and
Tafarojnoruz, 2016; Noori et al., 2017; Azar et al., 2021).
v. Effect of outliers not present in the databases used. The reported
results pertain to the range of data within the used databases. As
concluded, the change in the calibration datasets fed to the MLMs
has a marked influence on the models’ performance. Therefore,
the results presented here may change if the MLMs are run on
other databases, especially those obtained from large rivers with
significant irregularities in geometric-hydraulic characteristics
that result in very large Kx and Ky values. This is important since
the databases used in our study as well as other studies aimed to
estimate dispersion coefficients, do not contain very large Kx and
Ky values. For example, while the maximum value of Kx used in
this study is less than 1800 m2/s, tracer studies have recorded Kx
values even greater than 6000 m2/s (Calandro, 1978). Presence
of rare outliers such as Kx and Ky values larger than maximum
values in the current databases may further increase the estima
tion uncertainty.
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